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AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF ICE ACCRETION
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ABSTRACT:
THE PRESENT PAPER HAS THE PURPOSE OF ANALYZING THE CONDITIONS IN WHICH ICE
ACCRETION IS POSSIBLE AND THE FORMATION OF ICE IN RELATION WITH THE AERODYNAMIC
EFFECTS ON AIRFOILS. THE STANDARD AIRFOIL NACA0012, INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE ICING
CONDITIONS WAS USED FOR THE SIMULATION. TWO POLAR GRAPHS WERE DESIGNED AND
ANALYZED LATER ON WITH THE HELP OF THE FREEWARE SOFTWARE QBLADE. THE 3D PROFILE OF
THE AIRFOILS WAS MADE USING SOLIDWORKS SOFTWARE IN WHICH THE DYNAMIC PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION CAN BE SEEN AND THE WAY IN WHICH IT INFLUENCES THE FLOW DISTRIBUTION
ALONG THE SURFACE OF THE AIRFOILS.
KEYWORDS: SUPERCOOLED WATER DROPLETS, AIRFOIL, LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS,
QBLADE, SOLIDWORKS.
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INTRODUCTION
Weather was taken into account from the very beginning of aviation. It can be said that
the atmophere can be identified as a friend or a foe for all pilots depending on its caratheristics.
I would like to present the hazardous part of the pshysical processes that occur in the
atmosphere, especially ice accretion. Icing is possible at ambient and airframe temperature
below 0°C and if water is present in liquidastate (supercooled water droplets)2. Supercooled
water droplets imply a temperature of the dropletsabelow 0°C but still in liquid state. If droplets
strike the aircraft, they start to freeze3.
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The general types of aircraftastructural icing can be defined as4: clear ice. For this type
of icing, there needs to be large supercooledawater droplets striking the aircraft which will
release latent heat. The freezing process isadelayed and thus the droplet will flow back over
the airfoil. The airfoil shape is destroyed and so control problems and vibrations can occur at
any time. This is the most hazardous structural icing not only because it is hard to be noticed
but because it alters the shape of the airfoil and it is very hard to be removed. Clear ice forms
in Cu, Cb andaNs clouds in temperatures between 0° and -20°C (see figure 1).

Fig.1 Clear ice

Rime ice - compared to clear ice, for the rime ice formation small supercooledawater
droplets need to be present. When the droplet strike the surface it freezes almost at once.
Because air isatrapped between each frozen droplet, the aspect of ice is opaque with a light
texture. Rime ice can be present in any cloud with small supercooled water droplets like Ns,
As, Ac, Scaand St and it usually forms below -15°C (see figure 2).

Fig.2 Rime ice

Mixed Ice - It forms between 0° and -20°C temperature range where a mixture of both
small andalarge supercooled water droplets is found. This type of icing gives a combination of
theaworst effects caused by the build up on the leadingaedge of small droplets and the flowback
of large water droplets(see figure 3).
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Fig.3 Mixed ice

1. THEORETICAL STUDY OF ICE
Icing is directly connected with atmospheric conditions and flying parameters. It should
be reported to the immediateaunit with whom the pilot is in contact and when he encounters
such conditions while flying from point A to point B5. The microscale processes that influence
formation of icing the most and the severity of ice accretion are described in the next
paragraphs.
1.1. The Physics of Icing
Three of the most important parameters that influence icing are: temperature,amoisture
and droplet size6.
a) Temperature
The temperature in the cloudacan influence the number and size of the droplets
dramatically. Also, clouds that form in cold air masses will have a lower liquid content than
clouds formed in warm air masses.With experience and time it was observed that serious icing
is most possible to appear at temperatures just below 0°C and with colder temperatures the
problems consisting of blade icing become less damaging7. Between the range of -4°C and 10°C water does not remain on the leading edge, spreading back on the airfoil, causing ridges
and horns. This accumulation of ice degrades the aerodynamic perfomance and disrupts the
normal airflow.Large supercooled water droplets start to freeze almost instantaneously at -10°C
with the rate of freezing process increasing rapidly with temperatures below -15°C. At -40°C
only smallasupercooled water droplets are found and icing can be considered negligible8.
b) Moisture
The liquid water contenta(LWC) is a condition that has to be met for structural icingato
form. The quantity of water isameasured in mass per volume of air(g/m^3). The higher the
LWC, theahigher the rate of ice accretion will be. Lifting of a massawith moist caratheristics
into an environment of subfreezing temperatures is mostly enough to form supercooled water
dropletsain a cloud. If the lifting is slow and theaair is stable than stratiform clouds with low
liquid wateracontent will form. For cumuliform clouds to form lifting must be rapid and the air
unstable. Serious icing may be encountered inacumuliform clouds with high moisture content
while cirriform clouds do not ussualyarepresent ice hazards9.
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c) Droplet size
Supercooled water droplets mayabe considered large if their diameter is more thana0.04
mm. Maximum size for a water dropletamay achive 5 mm in diameter.There are two processes
for the formation of large supercooled water droplets10.
The first is collision/coalescenceaprocces in which droplets are already supercooled .
If there is sufficient time andamoisture in the atmosphere with temperatures above -15°C, the
number of supercooled water droplets canagrow at a significant rate. The second way is when
snow falls into aarelatively warm layer (temperature bigger than 0°C) where ice crystals start
to melt and then reach a cold layer. Here the water droplets become supercooled andareach the
ground as FZRA (freezing rain, see figure 4) or FZDZ (freezing drizzle)11.

Fig.4 Freezing rain,12

1.2. Reporting Icing
When encountering icing conditions pilots are requested to report: time, location,
intensity, flight level, aircraft type, icing type. Aeronautical Information Manual define three
types of icing intensities known worldwide to be reported13:
Light icing: conditions less than moderate icing. There may be problems if the flight
continues in icing conditions more than 1 hour. The proper use of ice protection equipment
prevents or removes accumulation and ice should not become dangerous. If there is no ice
protection equipment or a proper flight plan, a 180° turn shouldabe taken into account.
Moderate icing: change of altitude and/or heading may be considered desirable.
The use of equipment for ice protection is necessary and even short periodsain moderate
icing cause the performance to decrease and might be potentially hazardous.
Severe icing: immediate changeaof altitude and/or heading is required. De-icing/antiicing equipmentafails to control or reduce the hazard.
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2. AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF ICE ACCRETION
2.1. Icing conditions under analysis (geometry, instrument used, flight conditions)
The aerodyamic analysis shows the difference of the symmetrical airfoil NACA 0012
in standard conditions and icing conditions, see figure 5. As known in specialized literature14,
the thickness of the ice layer and the distribution of it on the blade might affect the aerodynamic
performance of the helicopter until one point where it becomes unsafe to fly. The study implies
an ice accretion of the leading edge of the airfoil no more than 4% of the chordline.
icin
g

Fig.5 Qblade coordinates

Aerodynamic performance was realised with the freeware instruments Qblade, XFLR5
and SolidWorks15. The airfoils were realised in Qblade and imported later in SolidWorks to
make a 3D view of the blades in both conditions16, see figure 6 and 7.

Fig.6 NACA0012 Standard

Fig.7 NACA0012 ice accretion
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Flight conditions of the analysis, see table 1:
Table 1. Analysis conditions
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Velocity in X direction

66 m/s

Roughness[µm]

10 µm

Reynolds

500000

Temperature[K]

293.2

Gas

Angle of attack [α]

Air

-2o to 13o

2.2. Results of the analysis
Graphs from figure 9 were realised using Xfoil Direct Analysis with regard to Qblade
software17. It is clear how drag coefficient and glide ratio to alpha are affected by the ice
accretion of the airfoil. From the drag formula18,
𝐹𝐷 =

𝜌𝑣 2
𝐶 𝐴
2 𝑑

(1)

We can see that the drag force is greater for the iced airfoil compared to the normal
one, where 𝜌 is the mass density of the fluid, 𝑣 is the flow velocity relative to the airfoil, 𝐶𝑑
coefficient of drag and 𝐴 is the reference area.
Figure 9a shows an increase of drag (Cd) by incidence and figure 9b shows reduces
gliding ratio (Cl/Cd) by incidence.

a.Cd vs incidence

b. Cl/Cd vs incidence
Fig.9 Polar comparison
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Figures 10 and 11 display the dynamic pressure distribution along the airfoil for the
same air velocity of 66 m/s. Because of the asymmetric shape of the iced profile the dynamic
pressure is reduced along the surface , thus decreasing the lift force19,
𝜌𝑣 2
𝐹𝐿 =
𝐶𝐴
2 𝑙

where

𝜌𝑣 2
2

(2)

represents the dynamic pressure.

Fig.10 Dynamic pressure NACA0012

Fig.11 Dynamic pressure NACA0012 with ice accretion

CONCLUSIONS
As we all saw, maneuverability and overall aspects in icing conditions are deteriorated
depending on type and severity of the ice on the airfoil. This implies a disrupted flow
distribution, power required increased and performance reduced20. Two of the most dangerous
effects of icing are determined by the magnitude of the vibrations caused by asymmetrical ice
shedding as well as a degraded autorotational capability21. With regard to the ice shape and the
severity of it, pilots should be aware of the hazardous effects of the ice accretion.
Numerical simulations highlighted the quantitative and qualitative negative influence
of ice deposition on bearing surfaces. To increase the reliability of the results, accurate
geometry and analytical conditions are recommended with the use of commercial CFD tools.
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